





During the past three weeks, from 
20 to 35 students, cadets, and chap¬ 
lains have been hospitalized in the in¬ 
firmary with the mild influenza that 
has been sweeping the country. Over 
the past week-end, however, the num¬ 
ber has diminished to 10. 
Under such circumstances it is ob¬ 
ligatory for every student who is not 
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At the 
Last Minute 
Dr. Edgar Foltin will lecture on 
"Death in Art" at the meeting of the 
Scarab Club on Thursday, December 
feeling well to report to the infirmary i6t at 7.3Q Pm M in the Fine Arts 
for  treatment.    Any  student   running   Lecture  Room.     The  lecture  will   be 
New Regulation Of Dining Hall 
Attendance Begins Next ■Term 
Minimum Purchase Allows 
Some Off-Campus Meals 
T.B. Seal Sale 
Totals 1192.05 
a temperature will be asked to re¬ 
main at the infirmary until his tem- 
peratuiv is normal. In most cases 
the influjnza clears up in three to 
four days.    . 
Upon discharge  from the infirmary 
no   violent   exercise   should   be 
illustrated with slides. 
Cutler Essays for Seniors graduat¬ 
ing at the end of the first semester, are 
due in Marshall-Wythe 313 on Janu- 
taken   TJ' 6> according to Dr. C. F. Marsh, 
Results Show Fine 
Campus Cooperation 
Everyone on the campus cooperated 
in making tlie Tuberculosis Seal Sale 
successful,     says      Eleanor    Harvey, 
Beginning with, the second semester the'College will put into effect 
revised regulations governing the relation of students to the dining 
halls. These regulations will be mailed to students and parents dur¬ 
ing the Christmas holidays. 
for  a  period  approximating  a  week,  ^'"V Dean  of the Marshall-JVythe- cha;rman of the 6ale of the tubercu. 
School of Government and Citizenship. 
Choral Work 
To Be Heard 
Modern Testament 
Honors Jefferson 
In keeping with the patriotic spirit 
of the campus, the Students' Music 
Club is sponsoring a recorded pro: 
gram of The Testament of Freedom 
on Sunday, December 19, at 2 o'clock 
in Phi Beta Kappa' Hall." The com¬ 
position, written by Randolph Thomp¬ 
son, is a setting of four passages from 
Influenza is not a serious disease in   the writings of Thomas Jefferson.    It 
itself but there is great danger of the   presents some of his most noteworthy 
development of other types of respira-   work which is applicable to the  war 
tory   infections   in   individuals   whose   situation of today. 
general   resistance   is   low,   if   proper      His statement, "The flames kindled 
care is not taken during the course of  on the 4th of July, 1776, have spread 
the illness, or if the patient attempts  over too much of the globe to be ex- 
since chills incurred after perspira¬ 
tion are apt to bring about a recur¬ 
rence  of  the temperature. 
The following report concerning in¬ 
fluenza was submitted by Miss G. I. 
Blank: 
The epidemic of "colds" which 
we "have been experiencing on the 
campus ■ is an influenza-like re¬ 
spiratory infection, an infectious 
disease caused by a virus which 
spreads very rapidly through a 
community. It develops rather 
suddenly with such general symp¬ 
toms as ■ chilliness or definite 
chills, a raw feeling in the throat, 
fever, and aching head, back and 
limbs. There may or may not 
be   a  cough. 
full activity too soon. 
Influenza (as is true also with 
"colds" and certain other respiratory 
infections) is a disease the prevention 
and outcome of which rests almost en¬ 
tirely with the individual. No stu¬ 
dent health service or other agency 
can prevent its occurrence with the 
facilitres now available. We have no 
preventive vaccines or therapeutic 
drugs for it. The "sulfa" drugs have 
a detrimental rather than a beneficial 
effect upon the patient. 
Here are some rules to follow: 
tinguished by the feeble engines of 
despotism; on the contrary, they will 
consume these engines, and all who 
work them," has a brilliant musical 
background and brings The Testa¬ 
ment of Freedom to a stirring climax. 
The text of the work will be distribut¬ 
ed among the audience to enable them 
to  follow  the  score. 
The Testament of Freedom is a 
modern composition written in honor 
of Thomas Jefferson, a William and 
Mary alumnus. It possesses unusual 
and interesting music which provides 
losis seals which opened Tuesday, 
December 7, and was concluded on 
Friday, December 10, with a total of 
$192.05  worth  of seals  being  sold. ' 
Seals were sold in the dormitories 
and sorority houses by representatives 
from the Y.W.C.A. These represen¬ 
tatives were as follows: Barrett Hall: 
Jane Hogg, Ann Johnson, Sally Jus- 
tis, and Harriet Irvin; Jefferson 
Hall: Connie Given, Sallie Hoag, Jean 
Kline; Chandler Hall:. Jan Kirkup,' 
Ellen Diggs, Beverly Bose, and Peg-' 
gy Darby; In the sorority houses: 
THeta, Nancy Norris; Phi Mu, Mary 
Scott; Gamma Phi, Peggy Moore; 
Kappa Delta, Pat Triem; Pi Phi, 
Ruth Cowen; Tri Delta, Ann Bruce; 
Chi Omega, Winnie Gill and Mary 
Wilson Carver; Alpha Chi, Barbara 
Gray; and Kappa, Grace Duvoisin. 
The A.S.T.U: and the Navy Chap¬ 
lains' School also helped in making 
the sale a success. Captain Simpkins, 
with the able assistance of Eleanor 
Harvey arid Sunny Trumbo, annoync-n 
ed the purpose of,the sale to the army 
boys; and the response, was .excellent. 
CHRISTMAS  FA CATION 
Dr. Miller, Dean, of the Facul¬ 
ty,  has  announced that  the  time 
for Christmas vacation will be as 
follows: 
Begins—December   21,   3:15   P. 
M.j Tuesday. 
. Ends—January 4,    11   A.    M., 
Tuesday. 
Students musut be present at 
their last class before the Christ¬ 
mas vacation and their first class 
after the vacation, or else they 
will be required to pay • a five- 
dollar  fine.     ...; ..■.. 
Mid-year examinations will be 
as announced in the catalog— 





Owing to the delay incurred, in 
transforming the main dining hall 
from table service to cafeteria serv¬ 
ice, certain rules governing, student 
patronage at the dining halls were 
necessarily relaxed. Much of the ma¬ 
terial needed to renovate the kitchens 
and to install the cafeteria system re¬ 
quired special priorities from the 
War Production Board. Such appli¬ 
cations' were made by the College in 
May, but little equipment was actual¬ 
ly  obtained   until   October. 
Under present regulations all 
freshmen and all women students are 
required to board at the college re¬ 
fectory. The Administrative Council 
has extended this regulation to include 
all students excepting day students re¬ 
siding with their parents in Williams¬ 
burg. However, work-study and oth¬ 
er students whose work schedules con¬ 
flict with regular dining hall hours 
may petition the Administrative Coun¬ 
cil for other arrangements: Dean 
Arrhacost will receive such petitions 
from men students, and Miss Wynne- 
Roberts froni women students. 
The; College of William and Mary 
is.a  residential college, which  means 
that its student body is required to re¬ 
side on the campus and take meals on 
A   varied 'and' intirestirig   misical :the,pampus.    The only exception  rc- 
Phi  Beta    Kappa    Hall   !ates   to   d?y   students   residing   with 
By JEAN.BEAZLEY 
program  in 
Sunday evening,    December  12,    was their  parents   in- Williamsburg,    The Girls  in  charge  of theie  sales  were  . - ■    — _ „        , . .        ,    ,        . 
Sallie Hoag, Mary Shore, Nancy Sorl"^"* by the  newly-created William College has no iptenuqn of changing 
ris, Jean Boyd, Phil Laskey,  Eleanor   ^ Mary Chorus singing an old-Eng- Us  status  from  that  of  a  residential 
lish   Christmas   Carol;   this  was  fol- college.    Residential  colleges  such  as 
lowed by the  Chapel Choir's singing Swarthmore, Sweet Briar, Hollins and 
I; Keep  you* -body  in  good  physical  the, background  for the choral  inter- 
condition 24 hours a day, every day  pretation of Jefferson's  more  famous 
(Continued On Page 8) works. 
Weber,   and   Grace  Duvoisin. 
Seals were sold at the play on Wed¬ 
nesday and Thursday nights by Edie 
Burkhard, Marian Ross,. Eleanor Har¬ 
vey, Betty Wilcox, Margery Sease, and 
Evelyn Stryker. 
Harvey Pope was in: ch'afge 'of sales 
to the boys and to the Navy Chap¬ 
lains' School. 
Mackenzie King Visits Williamsburg; 
Attends Student Theatre Production 
On a more or less "off the record" 
rest tour, Prime Minister Mackenzie 
King of Canada was in Williamsburg 
at the Inn, Wednesday, Thursday, and 
Friday of last week. During his stay 
Mr. King attended Thursday night's 
performance of The Patriots at the 
College. 
The Flat Hat was more than for 
workings of the minds of the famous 
characters portrayed, that a history 
book could not do. So much did he 
think of the play that he bought a 
copy of it before he left Williamsburg. 
This was the Prime Minister's third 
visit to Williamsburg, and he repeat¬ 




Seventy years old this year, 
Prime Minister looks at least , 
years younger, and is extremely 
live. Not too tall, with blue-gray 
eyes that showed a keen intellect and 
interest in everything around hiril, he 
had a typical Canadian accent a.nd a 
historical significance of the town and   quiet,   amusing sense  of humor.-  He 
College.    He  said  that  few  students  has     been     a   prominent   Canadian 
of Vaughn Williams' • "Airman's couuntless others require all students 
Hymn,", a modern composition which toHake. all meals, in the college dining 
displayed the choir's good tone quali- halls or cafeterias, and. charge a lump 
ty. ,      ... sum for board,  room,    laundry    and 
. One of the highlights' of the • pro-: ■■m-edic*1. c?*e- :,.".. . . . i.: . 
grata was "Erie eahal," ;a moving However; .since,, some-.students may 
song- of the-boatmen, suttg "• by ;' the-.wish to take an occasional, meal at 
Choir of the -United : States-Naval tatiffg establishments in . town, ■ the 
Training Station for -Chkptains. In College will, .require; the monthly pur- 
singing "The Credo," the choir show- chase of. cafeteria books at the rate of 
ed their excellent ability in maintain-..?1^0 Pe^.day..fo''.e.a<:h day while the 
ing a continuous .tone as' background College is in session. A student nor- 
for the soloist. The men's voices mally cannot, except through rigid 
blended beautifully, and all of their economies, obtain all meals at ;;the 
music was a continuous "flow of swell- cafeteria at this rate since board is 
iiig tones with a ;deep. resonantc^uW^set up on the basis of-."JS2.00 per 
ity. .:-::'.'^v.'•.;>/ ^;- >•■"■•'■'tponth.    Beginning with-^the : second 
An unusual and interesting "sSiata ^mester also the board fate at the 
for Clarinet and Strings" by ^en-fPecial djnipg halls, wiir advance 
Johnston, a William'and Mary'stu-v11?011. the.1?asis of $35.00 per month, 
dent, was -played with.Ben affile p& ^?XuieaU *isl'ing «»¥'' scrv!ce vvi11 
ano taking the part of the string^ Tha make "PPHcaiion for places at the 
melody was haunting and;: thougli SP^\ dmingjiails.. Only a Hmited 
rough in spots, showed definite abili¬ 
ty on the part, of the composer. Ben 
also   played   a   piano   solo   displaying-' 
niirnber of students, at-present, cah be 
accommodated" in the special, dining 
liallsi■■■ However,   should   the   nurtiber 
* ..c    * iw     nu       uiuic    m il    xvi       — o--      r--j-—    —    MT     r--j---o       r        •   L     '   ■    1'        •       ' J 
tunate to secure a personal interview   of  American  universities  are   as  for-   statesman  for  many years,   and   first   his excellent touch and technique as a   
of   such   aPPllcat'°n-
s   exceed   expecta- 
with the Prime Minister, as no other tunate as those at William and Mary 
newspaper in the country was given in having so many traditions and real- 
that privilege. ly good examples to spur them op to 
William    Lyon    Mackenzie    King, being  useful,  intelligertt,  helpful  citi- 
once a student at Harvard, and there- zens    in    the    post-war 
fore  well  acquainted  with  American hoped, he said, that the students would 
became premier in 1921, and again in   pianist.    Other  features   of   the   pro-  
tion' the College will provide for an 
1926.     He  has  held  that  office   con-   gram were a'Cello solo and a trio of  
exPansi°n °f table  service, 
tinuously  since   1935,  .He  is   known  women's voices singing "Say, Where. "Under  the   regulations   of  the   Col¬ 
lege each  student, except    town    stu- as' one of the wisest, most able Pfime  js He Born." * 
world.    He   Ministers in the history of Canada. The.concert was brought to a bril 
Before leaving, Mr. King expressed  liatjtciimax will the combined Naval 
universities was very much impressed take advantage of the excellent back- the wish -that he might return again choir and William and Mary Chorus 
by the way the students and Sergeant ground that William and Mary af: in the not too distant future to Wil- singing "Swansee Town" and Hand- 
Klein  handled     Kingsley's    excellent  fords them, because it can be  found   Ham and Mary and Williamsburg-a   ers "Hallelujah Chorus."    The form- Kingsley's 
play.    He enjoyed it, he said, because 
it    gave him a picture    of    the    real 
nowhere else, and is a precious thing  peace time Williamsburg, in  a world 
to have.        ' at  Peace-  
a traditional sailors' song. 
. (Continued on Page 4) 
The 
denfs," ifaequired to surrender his or 
her ration book. This is the law gov¬ 
erning all residential institutions and 
the transmittal of ration books *ill be 
made part of the registration of the 
second semester. The sororities will 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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Fathers Of Our Country 
Portrayed With Feeling 
KE-XS-uso To Wrap 
Soldiers   tritts 
A.S.T. Boys Hope To Have 
Extended Christmas Furlough 
By JOSEPH BLOCK 
Due praise must be accorded both 
to the players and those behind the 
scenes for a colorful, interesting, and 
By BOBBIE STEELY 
Since either the majority of men 
are ,gone or leaving we give you this 
formula borrowed from the French 
on writing 4dve letters. "Begin with¬ 
out knowing what you are going to 
say, and end without knowing what 
you   said."     Confidentially,   it   could 
This   week   the   college   girls   who 
have been working in the USO as a 
part of their War Work took on  a 
,., ,    ,   ,     ,   , ,  new job.    They are cooperating with only lead to blackmail, 
true-to-life portrayal of the fathers of ' ' . •«•• 
the   city   GSO   in   sponsoring   a   gift 
wrapping desk on the secoiid floor of   when Knighthood Was in Flower 
our country, as presented in "The Pa¬ 
triots", by Sidney Kingsley, Which 
was presented Wednesday and Thurs¬ 
day nights before enthusiastic and 
highly appreciative audiences at Phi 
Beta Kappa Hall. 
M/Sgt.  Jack  Klein of 
Faculty Aids 
In Vespers 
Christmas Vespers will be held 
the weekly Chapel Service Wednes¬ 
day, December 15, at 7 P. M. Many 
students are to participate in the ser¬ 
vice and the College Choir will ren¬ 
der    numerous    Christmas    selections. 
— What about the Christmas holidays? 
That is the question which is upper¬ 
most in the minds of all AST stu¬ 
dents. From the latest reports avail¬ 
able, the students will be able to leave 
after their  last class on  Friday,  De- 
at cember 24. However they are all 
hoping that this can be changed to 
Thursday, December 23, as it will be 
if it is at all possible for Major Mc¬ 
Ginn to do so. 
This would  enable  many more  of 
the  men  to  be  home   for Christmas, 
the USO. At this desk are all the 
necessary paper, string and other ma¬ 
terials for wrapping up the gifts 
which   the   servicemen   bring   in   be- 
Fort Eustis; twe*11 *he hour8 of 5 aml " ^ M' 
and John Manos both performed su- The William and Mary girls are on 
perbly, the former doing a dramatic from 5 until 7, and v?iH continue to 
job of the    outwardly    self-contained  j^ip aDii\ Christmas vacation. 
and deeply sincere Jefferson, the lat- -         ;        .„_„..,„, ,»;,««. .     v   .,             ..     ..      .,    ... Mrs. Margo Plowe,-program direc- 
ter thoroughly pervading bimself with ** 
the bombastic, two -  fisted character tor of the USO, ha. been transferred 
perculiar to Hamilton. to Petersburg.   To fill her place here 
John Carter, assuming the variable j,as coroe Miss Dorothy Tully of Cal- 
Specimen of the perfect compliment:  Dr. Blocker will read the first Scrip- but would not help those whose homes 
"Every day you look lovelier and 
lovelier, and today you look like to¬ 
morrow." 
• *    *    » 
Do You Remember? 
Lady: (to a group of sighing movie 
fans) "Well, what do you think was 
the high spot in "Casablanca"?" 
Decided Silence! 
Sterling Character: "When they 
played the  "Marseillaise." 
^—Staeet Briar News. 
* »    *    » 
ture which is about the Prophecy of are in Wisconsin, Michigan, Califor- 
Christ's coming. Dr. Edgar Foltin nia and all points west. For many 
will tell the story of the Shepherds by 
reading a Scripture from Luke, and 
Dean Grace W. Landrum will read 
the Scripture telling the story of the 
Wise Men.   Marjorie Lentz will also 
of them this will be their first Christ¬ 
mas away from home; so the Major 
has suggested that those who can get 
home invite -one of the less fortunate 
to their homes. 
At that, all they can do is wait and 
character of  Washington,  first  as  a   ;forn;a     A    graduate    of    Stanford  Revised Nursery Rhyme 
determined  leader  and then    as    an  Un.ve Miss Tully coroe3 t0 Wn 
equally  determined   but  badly   ailing 
give   a   reading  from   the   Scriptures   hope that the  Major will be  able to 
grant the extra day. If it isn't pos¬ 
sible, they'll make the most of it and 
think of their buddies overseas who 
will hear the resoundings of mortars 
and bombs instead of church bells and 
singing on Christmas Day. 
one,    played    his    role 
touching intensity. 
Levi Marlowe, who did triple duty, 
Richard Bicks, and Donald Birrell 
emphasized the feelings of the com¬ 
mon man, while John Green, as Col¬ 
onel Humphreys, provided comic re¬ 
lief. 
Little Jack Horn 
At two in the morn 
Made hay; 




with heart- Uamsburg after completing the USO 
Directors' Training Course in New 
York, and serving with the Atlantic 
City,   N.  J.,  Club  for  some   months. 
Previous to entering USO work, Miss yirtrima  Tech 
Tully  was  head of the English  de¬ 
partment of the Newport Beach, Cal- pin.up Boy 
Outstanding  in   the  women's   roles  ifornia, High School.   Miss Tully was        ^^ ^ Mahatma Gh(Ujdi jeave 
was Sally Snyder as Patsy Jefferson,   immensely pleased with the organiw-  schoo| >,. 
who enacted the    patriot's    daughter ^ o{ the ^^ g;r,3 as uso ^mk-      ..Al| the giru wanted his pin." 
with both feeling and onderstandmg. ^      ^  e ed  her  wish  t0  be. -Skidmore News 
Other characterizations    were    ac- ..... •    »    •    • 
complished   with   deftness   by   Jeanne «>«"  better  acquainted    with    them. 
Mencke,   Osburn   Wynkoop,     Eugene  She says the reports that have come      N;t. «Do y0U know  what the sal- 
Purdum,    and    Jean Ferebee; minor  to her of the work of the girls this  mon said as he bit the hook?" 
fall have been more than satisfactory      Wit: "No, what?" 
.. , ,• Nit: "I'll  probably get canned for 
and she is looking forward to working      ""• '"uu " ,  6 
with  them. 
which will tell of the Annunciation. 
Soloists from the choir will be Mar¬ 
ilyn Woodbury, who will sing "I 
Wonder as I Wander", and Nancy 
Outland, who will sing "The Three 
Kings." A trio consisting of Miriam 
Bates, Eileen Garrett and Marilyn 
Woodbury will join the Choir in sev¬ 
eral Christmas Hymns. 
This year the service will only be 
held once. 
WHITE OPTICAL CO. 
IVfedical Arts Building 
Newport News, Va. 
A Complete Variety of 
GROCERIES - MEATS 
FRESH PRODUCE 
Clark Will Speak 
At Feb. Graduation 
Graduation exercises will be held in 
honor of the twenty-odd students tak- 
roles were well done by Anne Ray, 
Ronald King, John Spivey, William 
Britton, Robert Davis, Elliot Miller, 
and   Nancy  Richardson. 
A great part of the credit is due 
Miss Althea Hunt, whose fine direct¬ 
ing was evident throughout the play, 
and Mr. John Boyt, the designer. 
Silhouetted against a background of 
varying shades of blue, each scene 
was startling and eye-pleasing. This 
type of suggestive set was only dis¬ 
pensed with during the prologue, an ing their degrees at the end of this 
introductory resume of Jefferson's semester. Professor G. Glenwood 
past life in which excellent lighting, Clark of the Department of English 
unusual and effective sound effects, will speak at the ceremonies which 
and synthetic snow were blended into will take place at 2 P. M. January 29, 
a  fitting opening. '» the Great Hall of the Wren Build- 
Music, blended into each scene, fur- ing. The exercises will close in time 
thered the play's emotional impact, to allow stodents and their parents to 
and costumes and make-up were of take the afternoon train out of Wil- 
such excellence that several people liamsburg. On the preceding Friday 
were heard to remark that the char- from 4 to 6 a reception will be held 
acters in question were just as they at the President's House for those 
had   always   pictured  them. graduating. 
this." 
—Central High Record 





Complete Line of 
Beauty Services 
"well meet von at the 
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The Largest and Best Place to Eat 
in the Colonial City. 
SPECIAL RATES TO STUDENTS 
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56 Warns To Give Blood; 
XmasBox Goal Reached 
Scrap Drive On; 
Warns Collect Tin 
The blood-donor drive of last week 
ended with a total of 56 signed up to 
give a pint of blood to the Red Cross 
over the holidays. The War Council 
wishes to express its appreciation- for 
all those who took the pledge, and 
hopes that each pledge will be ful¬ 
filled. The Council requests each do¬ 
nor to bring the certificate from the 
Red Cross Chapter giving her credit 
for her donation. 
Defense corsages are being sold in 
the Wigwam till Christmas vacation. 
Hours are M to I and- 5 to 7. The 
various corsage-making assignments 
given to the dormitories and sorority 
houses have been coming in extremely 
well and, better still, the corsages are 
PENINSULA BANK 
and TRUST CO. 
YOUR OWN 
HOME BANK 
being sold immediately, upon comple¬ 
tion. 
The two weeks' clothing drive, 
sponsored by the WPB for the relief 
of people in foreign, war-torn coun¬ 
tries, had very successful results on 
campus. The Salvage Committee 
turned in several boxes of donations 
on December 6. The scrap drive con¬ 
tinues, with all collections to be put 
in the east wing attic of Barrett Hall. 
Here it will be sorted and submitted 
to the city officials. Keep in mind 
the old text books and junk jewelry 
which are still being collected in the 
Wigwam. 
The goal of 350 Christmas boxes 
for the soldiers of Camp Patrick 
Henry was reached through the ef¬ 
forts of Miss Applebee, Miss Barks- 
dale and the WAMs. A colorful 
Christmasy display was shown at the 
Intramural Song Contest the night of 
December 14. WAMs thank the town 
groups again.for their support and co¬ 
operation, without which this program 




Chief Editor Marge Talle 
Also Tri Delta President 
New Officer 
with A,s/m 
Second Lieutenant Donald. K. Wis- 
By RUTH WEIMER 
Alpha Chi Omega announces with 
pleasure the initiation of Charlotte 
Timmermaji, Forest Hills, N. V;; Ce¬ 
cil Waddell, Gloucester, Va.; Jacque¬ 
line Sanne, Richmond, Va.; and Ol¬ 
ive Anne Hasty, Goldepbridge, N. Y., 
on Friday, December 10. The Alpha ]„ arrive<j in Williamsborg early in 
Chis had a pledge reception for the December to begin, work with the 
pledges of the other sororities on Sat- headquarters staff of 3321 A.S.T.U. 
urday afternoon, December 11, and He will act as personnel officer and 
will have a pledge banquet on Fri- as ^^ an(i insurance officer, With 
day night, December  17. Company A, he will serve in an ad- 
The  Phi   Mus  had    their    formal  viSory capacity. 
Omstmas dance on Friday night, De-      u  ^^ ^ p^;^ at Carop 
cember 10, from 9 until 12, in the 
Dodge Room of Phi Beta Kappa Hall. 
A glittering Christmas tree and dec¬ 
orations lent a festive atmosphere. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma will enter¬ 
tain their housemother and the town 
alumnae with a tea on Wednesday af¬ 
ternoon, December IS. Another event 
coming up for the Kappas is an over¬ 
night party for both pledges and ac¬ 
tives on Saturday night, December 18, 
concluding with breakfast and enter¬ 
tainment  by  the  pledges  on   Sunday 
McCain, Mississippi, at duty with 
Third' Army. Special Troops. He^ is 
from the Department of Chemical 
Warfare; his first assignment in that 
department was at Camp Sibert, Ala¬ 
bama. 
Before he began his Army career, 
Lt> Wisler, graduated from Rajndolph- 
Macon Military Academy »* Front 
Royal, Va. His home background also 
served to acquaint him with Army 
tradition for he comes from a family 
of military men.      His father,    who 
Williamsburg Methodist Church 
At the College Entrance 
L. F. Havermale, D.D., Minister 
Students and Bible Class 9:45 
A. M., Public Worship 11 A.M., 
7:30 P.Mi; Wesley Foundation 
4 P. M. 
morning.    On  Friday,  December   10,  
,     „ , ,„ tnr   A_0 holds the rank of Lieutenant Colonel the Kappas gave  a shower tor  Ann _      ...... 
You Are Invited to Hear A 
OF 
Presented by the 
Choirs of the Presbyterian Church 
on 
19, AT 7 P.M. 
Washington, a town alumna, who will 
be married on December 20. 
Delta Delta Delta announces with 
pleasure the initiation of Mildred 
Foster, Brookneal, Va., and Polly 
Krotts, Endicott, N. Y., on Thursday, 
December 16. 
The following sorority Christmas 
parties will  be held this week: 
Kappa Alpha Theta and Phi Mu on 
Wednesday, December 15. 
Pi Beta Phi on Thursday, Decem¬ 
ber 16. 
Gamma Phi Beta on Friday, Decem¬ 
ber 17. . , 
Pi Kappa Alpha, including Army* 
Navy and Civilian members, had a 
reunion on Sunday night, December 
12, at the. Lodge. 
is now at Fort-Meade, Mdi 
SONG CONTEST 
Results   of   the:   Intramural   Song 
Contest are' as follows; 
DORMITORIES: 
First  place:  Jefferson, 
Second  place: Barrett 
Third place: Chandler 
SORORITIES: 
First Place: Alpha Chi Omega 
Second place: Kappa Alpha Theta 
Third place: Delta Delta Delta 






9:30 and 11:00 A. M. 
Daily 
7:30 A. M. 
Vfoota* JUST OUT 
Wool QOa&U! 
• • 





We have been requestwtjby the 
Chesapeake and Ohio- Railroad 
Company to make the following- 
announcement : 
"Students who? expect-to-, travel • 
on the train during the. Christinas 
holidays should purchase their 
tickets as soon as possible at the 
C. &0. Railroad station at the end 
of: North* Boundary street,- during 
the hours of 8:00 - 9:39 A. M.; 
lliOO A. M. - 2:00 P. M. and 
4:00 - 5:00 P. M. daily. 
"Students are asked not-to pur¬ 
chase their tickets at other-times, 
when trains- are arriving and 
leaving awk the ticket agent is 
occupied with sales to service men 
and  other customers," 
George H; Armacost, 
Acting Dean of Men. 
Figure Skating Champ 
Majoring In Fine Arts 
By  CONNIE   CON If AY 
She was- hard to pin down, but 
Marge Talle, the Flat Hat's modest 
Editor-in-Chief, finally let us have 
some   information  concerning  herself. 
Marge was born in Decorah, Iowa, 
twenty-one years ago, and went to 
both grade and high school there. In 
high school she was Managing Edi¬ 
tor of the paper, a. drum majorette, 
and. played the string bass in the or¬ 
chestra and band- After her gradua¬ 
tion she studied one. semester at Lu¬ 
ther College, in Decorah, and was 
cheerleader and a member of the pa¬ 
per staff there. 
Coming East to enroll in a. school 
nearer to her father, who- is a Con¬ 
gressman, Marge came to William and 
Mary almost by accident. Already 
registered- at another school, she came 
here, to visit her older sister, Helen, 
and liked it so much that she stayed. 
Her official title is Editor-in-Chief 
of the Flat Hat, a job that carries 
with it much responsibility and many 
worries. She is President of the Tri 
Delt chapter here, and Orchesis and 
Lambda Phi Sigma, honorary musical 
fraternity, also claim her as a mem¬ 
ber. She still plays the string bass in 
the orchestra. 
In past years she has been- on the 
copy desk of the Flat Hat, and did il¬ 
lustrations for the Royalist. Last year 
she was Assistant Make-up Editor of 
the Flat Hat. 
■■■• Majoring in Fine Arts, Marge 
would tike to do some graduate work 
in art, if that will be at all possible. 
Her favorite sports are figure skat¬ 
ing and-riding. In Decorah she won 
first prize for figure skating in an ice 
carnival. 
While visiting her father in Wash¬ 
ington, after his first election to the 
House of Representatives, Marge was 
permitted to sit with her father at a 
regular session of the House, and re¬ 
ceived one of her greatest thrills when 
she met former Speaker Bankhead. 
When Marge graduates in June, the 
Flat Hat will lose -an able, well-liked, 
and  really  swell  Editor-in-Chief, 
MADE  EXPRESSLY  FOR 
WASHING FINE WOOLENS 
DIPT.      nooc 
omy \C\^p^—a^)) 
,2Sc):^F)r^o OILS 
WASHES^*"   ^^  " 
16 
SWUTERS    ,)     NO 
SOAP A" )l 
NO FATS 
^.CONTAINS^   NO FREE   ) 
%ALKAUESM 
lM       ^^r^QUIVALENT, 
LEAVES SWEATERS . . . SOCKS .. . BLANKETS 
UNBELIEVABLY CLEAN, SOFT, NEW LOOKING 
WILLIAMSBURG SHOP 
"Where You See the New Things First" 
BAND BOX CLEANERS 
(Incorporated) 
SUPERLATIVE 
DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
BOB WALLACE, '20 PHONE 24 
BARNES BARBER SHOP 
Since 1912 we have served the 
students of William and Mary. 
This same courteous and ef¬ 
ficient service awaits you^ to¬ 
day. 






Rear-of Post Office 
CALL   127 
For Your Winter Needs 
Coal and Fuel Oil 
Williamsburg Coal 
Co., Inc. 
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New Cafeteria Regulations 
Enforce Student Attendance Alumni News of Service Men 
(Continued from Page 1) 
be at liberty, to. resume table service 
as soon as conditions warrant their 
doing so. 
The administration has expended 
much effort in the last six months in 
improving conditions in the dining 
halls. Any dining hall should be 
clean, provide reasonable conditions 
of eating, and serve well-balanced 
meals, both in respect to quantity and 
quality. During the past several 
months our dining halls have been 
continuously inspected by Army, Navy 
and Commonwealth health and sani¬ 
tation authorities. These . agencies 
have all passed upon the sanitation 
and the quantity and quality of the 
food. In addition; the College during 
the past month has employed Mr. Ed¬ 
ward P. Bigger of the Richmond ho¬ 
tel system as food expert. His stated 
opinion is that the food is well-pre¬ 
pared, appetizing, and lower-priced 
than in commercial establishments in 
nearby cities." 
Since the dining halls are maintain¬ 
ed primarily for students the Admini¬ 
strative Council will ask the Student 
Assembly to appoint three persons to 
represent the student body on. th? Ad^ 
ministrative Council on all matters 
dealing with diet and service in the 
dining halls and the soda. shop. These 
members, it is, hoped, will reflect 
fully the wishes of the student body 
on questions relating to the eating es¬ 
tablishments of the College. 
The Administrative Council has ex¬ 
pressed its thanks to the student body 
for their cooperation during a trying 
period in the operation of these agen¬ 
cies. The Colleie has been beset with 
many difficulties other  than  those   in 
regard to obtaining equipment. The 
cost of raw food has steadily ad¬ 
vanced, according to the Council, and, 
the end has not come yet. The out¬ 
lay for personal service has likewise 
created a formidable difficulty. Fin¬ 
ally, as everyone knows, it has been 
at times tremendously difficult to ob¬ 
tain certain foods rega,rdless of the 
price, and equally difficult to main¬ 
tain proper services in the dining 
halls. As the College enters upon the 
third year of the war.it will need 
more than ever before whole-hearted 
cooperation on the part of the stu¬ 
dents. The Council promises that no 
effort will be spared to maintain an 
efficient service and to keep the price 
of board as low as comportable with 
decent standards of diet. 
The members of the Administrative 
Council are Mr. James Miller, Mr. 
Charles Duke, Mr, George Armacost, 
Mr. Y. O. Kent, Miss Wynne-Rob¬ 
erts, Miss Dorothy Hosford, and Mr. 
John E. Pomfret, chairman. 
Sunday Concert 
(Continued from Page 1)   . 
effect of a growing storm was hand¬ 
led well. In the "Hallelujah Chor¬ 
us," the men's and women's voices 
blended beautifully, and Phi Beta 
Kappa Hall resounded from the vol¬ 
ume of the exuberant singing. 
W. and M. students are continuing 
their work in the Armed Services by 
helping Uncle Sam in various ways 
both abroad and at home. Anne 
Haughwout, '38, is a staff assistant of 
the Red Cross Club for Service Men 
in Marakech, .North Africa, and it 
has been her job in this, curious as¬ 
signment to help provide entertain¬ 
ment for the soldiers in the middle of 
the desert. 
At home, Ann Cummings, '36, and 
a member of Kappa Alpha , Theta 
sorority, is taking her Basic Training 
at the First WAC Training Center, 
Fort Des Moines, Iowa. Before en¬ 
tering the Army she taught physical 
education at the Meadowbrook School 
in. Weston,   Mass. 
Joining the ranks of new-combat 
ready fliers' is Second Lieut. Thomas 
P. Mann, who was graduated as a 
pilot in recent ceremonies held at 
Randolph Field in Texas. Tommy 
will be remembered as one of the out¬ 
standing players on the freshman 
football team last year. 
Aviation Cadet Clifford E, Smith 
"is in Carlsbad, New Mexico, studying 
advanced high-level and bombardier- 
ing and dead reckoning navigation at 
the Army Air Forces Bombardier 
School. Walter M. Acres, also an 
Aviation Cadet, has completed his 
training at the Maiden Army Air 
School in Maiden, Missouri, and has 
left for an advanced flying school 
where he will receive further spec¬ 
ialized training. 
Among those who received com¬ 
missions as Second Lieutenant in the 
Medical Administration Corps at the 
December graduation of Camp Barke- 
ley Officer Candidate School, Texas, 
was Jethro Oates Manley, Jr., a grad¬ 
uate of the class of '37. 
Second Lieutenant Thomas D. Sav¬ 
age, '39, is now serving as a flying 
instructor at the AAF Pilot School in 
Courtland, Alabama. Also in Ala¬ 
bama we find Robert J. Heckel, who 
attended W. and M. last year. At 
present he is enrolled as an Aviation 
Cadet in-the AAF Pre-Flight School 
for Pilots at Maxwell Field. 
The Pittsburg Gorillas, one of the 
eleven undefeated teams in the coun¬ 
try, has been invited by the Quarter¬ 
back Club of Greater St. Louis to 
play the Roll a School, of Mines in St. 
"Louis. Pittsburg, in its first four 
games, made 99 points to their op¬ 
ponents' 7. (A.cp) 
Fraternities Give 
Dance In Phi Bete 
' iThe Fraternity Association an¬ 
nounces with pleasure, a formal dance 
on the evening of December 17 in the 
Dodge Room of Phi Beta Kappa Hall 
with dancing from 9 'til 12. 
The origin of this dance is due pri¬ 
marily to the inactivity of former 
fraternities on this campus, resulting 
from the withdrawal of members to 
enter the armed forces of the coun¬ 
try. This function is a combined ef¬ 
fort on the part of those few remain¬ 
ing fraternity men to continue those 
occasions which are so important in 
the social life of a college campus. 
Admission is limited to fraternity 
membership and is by card only. 
The officers of the Fraternity As¬ 
sociation are as follows: Jerry Hy- 
man, .president, Pi Lambda Phi; Jack 
Carter, secretary, Lambda Chi Alpha; 
and Bill Anderson, chairman dance 
committee, Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
FERGUSON 
PRINT    SHOP 
GOOD  PRINTING 
PHONE 111 
Williamsburg, Va. 
Gardiner T. Brooks 
Real Estate — Insurance 
Rentals 
■■:■.   Duke of Gloucester St. • 
PHONE 138 
BOZARTH'S 
ROOMS AND COTTAGES 
FOR TOURISTS   , 
417 Richmond Road,    Route 60 
Opposite  Stadmm 
Mrs. Frank D. Bozarth, Hostess 
PHONE 386 
STADIUM   SERVICE   STATION 
GAS, OIL, AUTO ACCESSORIES, 
DRINKS, ICE CREAM. 
OPEN 8 A. M. - 10 P. M. 
G. B. Thompson, Mgr. 
as Santa Claus 
A cheerful red carton of Christmas 
Chesterfields is a gift you can de¬ 
pend on to please any smoker. Their 
Milder, Cooler, Better Taste is ap¬ 
preciated everywhere. They never 
fail to SATISFY, and here's why- 
Chesterfields' Right Combination 
of the world's best cigarette tobaccos 
can be depended on every time to 
give smokers what they want. 
Rt Chesterfields on your^ 
must list for Christmas. 
You can't buy a better 
cigiarette. 
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. LOOKOUT 
[foa      By BILLY  GEIGER 
A Fine Tradition 
Since the coming of Mr. Dnight 
Stuessy to our fair campus in 1939, 
his basketball teams have earned for 
themselves the reputation of . being 
among the best in the fitate and South¬ 
ern Conference. Not since Coach, 
Stuessy took, over the reins as head 
coach has. William and Mary had a 
losing season and, with this winning 
reputation goes the William and Mary 
tradition of a fighting team- 
This year Mr. Stuessy's Cagers are 
more or less an unknown quantity, 
but, when they take the floor for 
their opening game and leave if after 
their final,.;we know- they will; have 
lived up to that tradition of a fighting 
team. To the freshmen and sopho¬ 
mores on the" campiis, this tradition 
nay be unknown, so we_will endeavor 
to tell you a winning story aind a los¬ 
ing story both of which possess that 
quality of which we are so proud. 
Southern Conference •■■ tournaments 
have produced some great rallies, but 
none like the one pur Indians pitched 
to whip the higfily. favored Colonials 
of George Washington University in 
the final game of, the opening round 
of the 1942 tournament at Raleigh. 
William and Mary was given a slight 
chance to win over the Colonials and, 
the further the game pffegressed, the 
darker became their hopes. Along 
about midway in the second .half, the 
game took' on the aspect of a rout. 
The tall;-cocky, and speedy Colonials 
were making first class use of their 
height uit'der the bucket, ..and were 
shooting %illiantly. People began to 
file out "pf the exits. The Indians 
were whiji^ed. Then, with less than 
six minutei left to go,- the Indians put 
on their war paint.' Big Chief Glenn 
Knox atvCenter began sinking them 
from in close, from the side with hook 
x shots, aiicf from the corners. Still 
nine poidts behind; 'with two minutes 
to go, everybody ^HeW it couldn't 
happen. ^Jut Knox's brilliant playing 
became dajitagious and the Colonials 
were on .the run. With William atpl ■ 
Mary pressing, and pandemonium 
reigning in the auditorium, the usual¬ 
ly calm fcolonials became wild;  and, 
(Cplitinued on Page 6) 
-'A. 
Sophs, Are Victrix 
In Interclass Hockey 
The clash between the classes in 
hockey intl-amurals ended last week 
with the sophomores as victrix. They 
won two ^games and tied one. The 
juniors aM the seniors tied for sec¬ 
ond place.in the Class League. Both 
teams ha4:'«ne game to their Credit. — 
Jefferson" and Sorority teams tied 
for first :;place in th*'Residents' 
League for intramural hockey. Each 
winner hi»$ two games.to its "credit 
and  lost QJiIy one. 
The fina|l scores for the Residents' 
League  ami the Class League werp: 
RESIDENTS' LEAGUE 
Won    Lost Tied 
Jefferson.-.:.  2           1 0 
Sorority  .,,.i   2           1 0 
Chandler;:;   1           1 ! 
Barrett .1'*  0           2 1 
'6LASS LEAGUE 
A Won    Lost    Tied 
Sophomore.^  2 0.1 
Juniors   .:;+.    10- 
Seniors  ..',:,....p..«...'.*.X  . ~     3. .0: 
Frclimrn n - ' 
Stuessy Trains Varsity 
Cagers For Fourth Year 
Starred on III. Courts; 
14 Yrs. of Coaching 
By ED KORNBLUII 
On January g, when William and 
Mary embarks on her second war¬ 
time basketball season, a great deal 
9t her success will depend on the abil¬ 
ity of coach Dwight Stuessy. All of 
last year's fine team is gone; Knox, 
Vandevveghe, Smidl, Hooker, Free¬ 
man, and the others. This year's 
squad is green and untried, but Stu¬ 
essy will weld the finest team possible 
with the material at hand; a team 
that will not be as good as William 
and Mary teams of the past, but one 
that will be well trained and. well 
organized. 
After playing three great years of 
basketbair for Illinois, plus playing 
three years cf football at end and at 
quarterback under Bob Zuppke, Stues¬ 
sy in 1930 vvent to Durham Central 
High School in Durham, N. C, as 
coach of football, basketball, and 
track. In seven brilliant years, his 
football team won 71 per cent of their 
games, while his basketball teams did 
even better, winning 74 per cent. In 
1937 Stuessy accepted an offer from 
Macalester College in St. Paul, Min¬ 
nesota, to coach football and basket¬ 
ball, where he stayed until coming to 
William and Mary in 1940. 
This is Stuessy's fourth year at 
William and Mary. In addition to 
being head basketball coach, he 
coached freshman football for two 
years and then_was made varsity end 
coach. He was, no doubt, largely re¬ 
sponsible for the great performances 
turned in by Glenn Knox and Al 
Vandeweghe on the gridiron as well 
as: on the basketball court. 
Stuessy's 1941 arid 1942 teams are 
reputed to be the best in William and 
Mary history. Last year's quintet 
won a brilliant one-point victory over 
a great George Washington aggrega¬ 
tion, a team which later went on to 
the Madison Square Garden Invita¬ 
tion Tournament in New York City. 
Probably the only reason that the In¬ 
dians failed to win the Southern Con¬ 
ference Tournament at Raleigh was 
the fact that nearly the entire squad 
was lost to the services shortly after 
mid-season. 





Benny Raimondi, William and 
Mary's passer Deluxe from Brooklyn, 
New York, led the Indian squad in 
scoring during the past season as 
shown by the latest statistics. 
Raimondi crossed the last white line 
six times and made good on three ex¬ 
tra point conversions to give him a 
record of 39 points scored. Follow¬ 
ing Raimondi was Everett, whose 
magnificent spurt of five touchdowns 
in the first game with the Norfolk 
Marines gave him a point record of 
30. Captain Galbreath was next in 
order, scoring four times on passes 
from Raimondi; and Joe Och, brilliant 
Tribe end, was fourth with 18 points. 
Bowling Chappell led the Green in 
point after touchdown conversion with 
nine. 
ORDER OF SCORING 
Pos. Player T.D. E.P.      Total 
B Raimondi    6           3 39 
B Everett    5           0 30 
E Galbreath   4          0 24 
E Och  3           0 18 
B De Risi  2          0 12 
B H.  Chappell  .... 2          0 12 
B B.  Chappell  .... 0          9 9 
B Jackson  ............ 1          0 6 
"G MJkula  ....:.'..!... 1           0 6 
T E.  White  10 6 
E Saunders    10 6 
E C.  Burgwyn  .... 10 6 
B Martin    10 6 
E Campbell  10 6 
T Caruso    0          2 2 
T Lincoln   0           1 1 
hard, while teaching them all the 
basketball guile and skill at his dis¬ 
posal, accumulated through many 
years of experience as a player and a 
coach- His men respect him, not only 
as a coach but as a person; and, if 
anyone can get the most out of this 
year's team, Dwight Stuessy is the 
man for the job. 
Intramural Standings 
Announced By Umbach 
Commandos Take Ping Pong Title; 
Goldbricks High In Basketball 
Winding up the fall schedule of events for Intramurals, Coach 
Swede Umbach today announced the standings and total point score 
to date. 
The Goldbricks, managed by Daniel Boone, have a solid hold on 
first place with 177 points. They accumulated most of their points 
by being a steady, consistent club, competing regularly in all events 
scheduled. Much credit should go to Boone for having-his boys up 
there at the top. 
      A close battle between the Wolves 
and  Commandos  is being waged for 
yj \   I    IJ   htCLfS    secon<1    PIace    honors-    The current 
basketball tournament will undoubted¬ 
ly enable the Commandos to forge 
ahead into second slot. 
The Yankees hold fourth place and 
their strong team in the basketball 
event, which should take first place, 
will probably enable them to move up 
a notch or two in the standings. The 
Yanks are closely followed by Phi 
Delta Pi. 
The Wigwams and Indians rest at 
the bottom of the heap in a hot battle 
out, Coach Carl Voyles announced to-   ,       , ,, 
for  the  cellar  position, 
day. 
Get Awards 
Sweaters, Ndi G.I., 
Replaced By Medals 
By PVT. H. OBERMAYER 
A.S.T.U. trainees who participated 
in football for this college during the 
past season will definitely not be ex¬ 
cluded  when  grid   awards   are   dealt 
Ping-pong   has    finished    and ■ the 
Commandos  have taken    first    place 
with   37   points.    Following,  but  not 
might    have     suffered    considerably  .       ,     ,     _       j_    « ...   . ,       . , 6 J   too closely, were the Goldbricks with 
In recognition of the fact that Wil- 
liajp  and    Mary's    pigskin    fortunes 
without some of the soldiers in the In¬ 
dian lineup, the college's Athletic As¬ 
sociation voted in a recent meeting to 
forget tradition and treat Army men 
26 points, the Wolves with 24 points, 
the Wigwams with 21 points, the In¬ 
dians with 16 points, Kappa Tau with 
10 points, the Yankees with no points 
and regular students alike as regards and phi Delta pj with no ^.^ ^ 
athletic awards. boys who came out on top were  (1) 
Civilian  players  will   probably  re- GingraS(    Ind;ans.     (2)     Moreland, 
ceive the  regular    lettered    sweaters, ,,.-■.„..■.■.,. 
, ... .   , .u       u- Commandos; and  (3) Ward, Wolves. but no decision  on what the soldier 
gridders will  get    has    been    made. Medals   were   g*™"   »   those   taking 
Coach    Voyles    revealed    that    their first   and   second   place.    The   points 
award  is  likely  to  be  a  medal  with were distributed so that a winner of 
suitable   inscription,   because   football a  game   received  two  points  for  his 
sweaters  are   not exactly  G.  I.,  and .,     . . ,      , J ' team, the loser one point, and a for- 
could not be worn at will; at least, 
not while the recipient is in the ser¬ 
vice . The medal, on the other hand, 
would make a handy and compact 
souvenir. 
Whether or not all soldiers who 
played for the Indians will receive 
awards,   Coach  Voyles  did  not  state. 
feit, no points. 
Handball has already reached the 
semi-finals. Joe Goodman, of the 
Wigwams, is slated to face Sanders, a 
Goldbrick. By this time next week 
the final results will be handed in. 
So far, the rating of the teams  is  as 
Buster" Ramsey Is Again 
Chosen A. P. All American 
„ .        r   ,    r        fellows:  (1)  Goldbricks,    22    points; The date for presentation of the foot- r 1 , , .     ,    (2)   Wigwams,  5 points;   (3)  Yanks, 
ball awards has not been determined. 
Garrard "Buster" Ramsey has done 
it again. For the second consecutive 
year Ramsey has been chosen on the 
Associated Press Ail-American foot¬ 
ball team. Last year Ramsey was 
honored by being named to the All- 
American team while here at William 
and Alary.. He was chosen as one of 
the nation's two outstanding guards 
by. the AP, whose team is recognized 
as' the official squad. 
This year, playing his position at 
guard for the Bainbridge Naval 
Training Station in Maryland, he was 
named to the first team of the Service 
Ail-American. This team is reckoned 
as even a better team than the college 
All-American because its members are 
made up of men who have either 
been outstanding college stars or ace 
professional ballplayers. 
Playing with Ramsey on this myth¬ 
ical dream .team are such men as Dick 
Todd, ex-Washington Redskin; John¬ 
nie Bellus, ex-New York Giant and 
Viliannva lineman, and Glenn Dobbs, 
ace back from Tulsa's bowl team of 
last season who was also Ramsey's 
"team-mate" on last year's college 
All-American. From these few names 
you can see the calibre of the ball¬ 
players that our Indian grid great 
rates with. 
Coach Carl Voyles, Ramsey's coach 
while- at W. & M., spoke highly of 
his protege, and Joe Maniaci, ex-pro- 
ace and Ramsey's coach at Bainbridge, 
marked Ramsey as the most aggres¬ 
sive lineman he has ever seen and 




Team                     Place Total Pts. 
Goldbricks      1 177 
Wolves  2 100 
Commandos  3 98 
Yankees  4 57 
Phi Delta Pi  5 51 
Wigwams  6 33 
Indians      7 31 
The sports staff of the Flat Hat re¬ 
grets that an error was made in the 
spelling of Mr. Dwight Stuessy's 
name in the December 7th issue. 
Alpha Chi Tops 
In Intramurals 
Sorority . Pts. 
1. Alpha Chi Omega   155 
2. Gamma Phi Beta  150 
2. Kappa Alpha Theta  150 
3. Chi   Omega      135 
4. Kappa  Kappa  Gamma    120 
5. Delta  Delta Delta   110 
6. Kappa Delta  100 
6. Pi  Beta Phi   100 
6. Phi   Mu      100 
Dormitory Pts. 
1. Barrett      150 
1. Chandler  150 
2. Jefferson      IgO 
4 points; (4) Commandos, 3 points. 
Basketball is still progressing and 
the results for this issue are inclusive 
up to Friday, December 10. They are 
as follows: (1) Yanks won 3, lost 0, 
average .1000. (2) Goldbricks won 3, 
(Continued on Page 6) 
Did You Know That 
—Garrard "Buster" Ramsey, All- 
American guard from William and 
Mary last year, and Harvey "Stud" 
Johnson, Southern Conference full; 
back from W. & M., were honored 
by being chosen on the first team 
of the Associated Press Mid-Atlan¬ 
tic All-Service team? Johnson was 
back on campus recently for a short 
visit. 
-Glenn Knox, ace football man and 
basketball player while at William 
and Mary, and now coaching at 
Matthew Whaley, is playing basket¬ 
ball with a crack Richmond quin¬ 
tet? Knox tossed in 29 points in. his 
first game as his team ran up 108- 
46 rout over a strong Virginia ser¬ 
vice  team. 
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England Claims Priority 
On Army Training Units 
British Plan Divided Into 3 Fields; 
Provides Many Reserve Officers 
By Pvt. FERNON M. SMITH 
For Women Only 
By EDYTHE MARSH 
Wedrtesday, December 15, 1943 
Lookout 
(Continued from Page 5) 
with twenty-five seconds left to play, 
■ the Braves crashed through with the 
"Song practice this afternoon at 5:30," became a very familiar cry "inning b«k«-   William and Mary 
heard in dormitories and sorority houses for the last two weeks.   The \^™-{"\he tighi t0 face m]u 
climax came in Phi Bete tonight when judges strained their ears to 
VFRNKIN M   SMITH select the winners of the Intramural Song Contest.   Those organiza- uuv „„  „„„ mB> _,    
r fLK UH ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^.^ placc ^^ ^ ^.^ which will   CaroliBa ^^ ^ again they r,1Iied 
In these days of rushed courses and intensified training as the A my accumulated by each sorority and dormi-  bri.liantly.   With less than three nun- 
Specialized Training Program gathers momentum, it is not inapt that   
^          .     ..        ,            ,   .       ,         ,   ,              u   „„■„.;*,*,, tory for partncipation in intramural events, 
attention be directed toward this phase of the war effort as it is car- > 
r,Vd on in other of the Allied Nations. The most available informa- I" P*« y"" ^ g-"""? hav.ng the recept.on by the Orches., group It 
nai on in otner or tne /iliiea niduum. HK greatest number of points was award- wa« held in Barrett living, room from 
tion at present concerns the army-student program in operation in ^ ^ Imramura, cup It is doubtfui 4:30 to 5:30, where delicious refresh- 
England, that a cup will be available at the ments under the direction of Flossie 
British  use  of  the  university   as  a   after    three    years.      In    exceptional end of this season) but a  reward of   Melius, Lucile McCormick and Elea- 
in the final, the Indians were edgfd 
o t   the   next   night   S3-S2   by North 
, but a 
„  j.     i  
utes to go, the Wolfpack had puH**' 
away to lead 50-42. Then it happen¬ 
ed. The Indians putt on th*'1 war 
paint for the second successive night 
and, with the crowd frantic, Freeman 
made a crip on a fast break tp put 
„„„„„  „„ ;   - . the Tribe in front 52-51.   A few sec- 
source of specialists and potential of-   cases students are allowed to continue  some   kind   ^jl   definitely   be   given,  nor Harvey, were served.    Plans for  on(js  ,ater|  State taj|ied  the  winning 
goal and triumphed 53-52. 
William   and   Mary   may   have   to 
mark time this year in their march to 
, unt,. our nexyssueot January but) whether they do 
11th, the sports staff of the FlarHat undying 
wishes      everyone    a    very      Merry  ^.^ ^ J^ ^ ^^ 
the  support  of  every   person  on  the 
campus. . 
;u ,.« «.»>»•••— Ki a win a n u i uc BIVC".   UV»   »a>><.j  «>..•.  .» .  
ficers  preceded this war    by    many for four or five years.    It is worthy Contrary to the system used in previ-  the coming season were discussed and 
years.   A Student Training Corps in- of   note  that   acceleration  of  courses ous yearS) the winner this, year will be   for  the  exhibition  to    be    presented 
stalled in institutions of higher learn- has not been achieved by the elimina- determined in addition to the amount some time in March. 
ing has provided a regular supply of tion of summer and other lengthy va- of po;nts gained, according to the per-      So il ext is e of
re«erve  and career officers for some cation periods.    During these periods, centage 0f  gjris who  participated  in 
time.    The supply thus obtained was however,   the   student   is  expected   to al]   intramurai   activities. 
sufficient    for    peace-time      require- work in an industrial job or in prac-      After  Christmas  vacation,    basket-  Christmas and a Happy New Year. 
ments, but the  outbreak of this war tical   field   work   connected   with   his 
and particularly her desperate  situa- course of study. 
ball  will  take  the spotlight with  in¬ 
tramural games starting early in Feb- 
tion    following    Dunkirk,    compelled Training  of  Medical,  Dental,   and ruarjr>    plans  for competitive  games 
England to increase her production of Veterinary students remains virtually are   now   underway.    There   are   six 
officers. in   accordance  with  peace-time  prac- gym ciasses 0f basketball besides one 
Britain's needs were complex. First, tice,   the   major   difference  being  the compOSed 0f  advanced  players. Girls 
she required technicians  and special- reduction of the overall length of the in  this last groUp  are    working    on 
courses  from seven to  six years.    A  ru]es  for officiating,    and    will    be ists in all branches ot engineering to  ^>—  ■  --■— - .u.^ =. 
fill needs of the armed forces and of  student,  having been accepted by  an trained t0 coach and captatn the d.f 
war industries. Second, she needed 
doctors and dentists to maintain the 
high personnel health standard neces¬ 
sary for efficient evolution of the war 
effort. 
The national phase of the program 
was placed in the hands of the Min- 
igtry of Labor, whose task was the se¬ 
lection and assignment of individuals, 
firrt to schools and then to an appro 
NATIONAL BARBER 
SHOP 
Best Shop in Town 
With Good Barbers 
PROP. J. A. REID 
approved Medical school, and having ferent basketball teams. It ought to 
passed, successfully, his first examina- be an interesting season and from the 
tion, is granted military deferment. ]ooltg 0f tj,e freshman class, there will 
The duration of this deferment is de- be many g0od hoopsters out on the 
pendent upon his performance  as in-  courts. 
dicated by periodic checks. -J^J  advanced swimming class has 
The  two  civilian    training  phases  been  practicing lately for an exhibi- 
outlined   above   also   require   of   the  tion which they will present soon af- 
students a part-time National Service,  ter    vacation.    They    will    probably 
such as fire-watching, and a military have two practices in Blow ppol and 
• , A       course give two performances featuring form 
priate wartime position, either indus-  course. s 
trial or military.    Also a responsibil-      The final phase, Short Courses for  and  antics. ^ ^ 
ty of the Ministry of Labor was the   Service Personnel, is that most similar      un ounaay,     <; 
neutralization of    any    psychological  to the A.S.T.P.    Selected trainees en-  bers of the Dance Club were given a 
stigma   attached   to   those   individuals  ter  college,   at  ages  varying  between 
not. directly associated with the armed   llVz   and  IS1^  years, without previ- 
forces. ous military training.   During the six- 
As organization    of    the    program  month  course   intensive   academic   in- 
proceeded,  Britain  developed   a   com-   struction   together   with   military   and 
bination of a deferment plan for stu-   physical   training   are   given.     Army 
dents already in colleges with a series  and Royal Air Force trainees are re- 
of short accelerated  courses  for  stu-  quired to take scientific and technical 
dents    of    superior capacity, selected  courses   while  Royal   Navy   men   are 
and assigned by the armed forces. The   free  to take Liberal  Arts. 
short courses are selected or approved      Upon completion of their courses   at 
by the national organization.    In ad-   a  level  equal    to    or    higher    than 
dkten, certain school  plants are util-  A.S.T.P.'s Basic III, trainees  are re- 
ized by the program for accommoda-  turned to their branch for final m.li- 
tion of men of the armed forces re-   tary   training   and   ass.gnment   to   a 
eeiving, instruction  from  military  in-   specialized job. 
structors. 
In execution, Britain's program has 
assumed  three phases: namely, Engi¬ 
neering     and     Technical;     Medical, 
Dental,    and    Veterinary;     and    the 
Short Courses for Service Personnel. 
Students  in engineering,  mathemat¬ 
ics,  and  certain  of  the   sciences  who 
are  recommended  by  headmasters  or 
principals of their schools as likely to 
receive a good degree before they are 
21, are deferred from military service 
during their college study.   Close con¬ 
tact is maintained with the institution 
to guarantee the students' maintaining 
high standards of performance.    Men 
are usually considered for assignment 
Intramurals 
(Continued Prom Page 5) 
lost 1, average .750. (3) Commandos 
won 3, lost 1, average .750. (4) In¬ 
dians, won 1, lost 2, average .250. 
Coach Umbach: is expecting the first 
out of the two rounds in basketball to 
be finished by December 20. The 
second round is to begin after the hol¬ 
idays and the winner of the second 
round will play the winner of the 
first for the championship sometime 
in  February. 
PASTRY SHOP 
Fancy Cakes, Pies, Bread 
And Rolls 
Open Sundays — Phone 298 
Barclay & Sons 
JEWELERS 
CERTIFIED    GEMOLOGISTS 
2912 Washington Avenue 





Route 60 at 
Bell's Crossing 




5c & 10c Store 
ON WRVA, EVERY TUESDAY 
EVENING - 9:30 P. M. 
Sponsored by 
The Oldest and Largest in Williamsburg 
For helttr Cleaning • • • better Service 
Come to Collins 
COLLINS WILL SAVE YOUR CLOTHES AND SAVE YOUR 
MONEY. 
COLLINS CLEANING & DYEING CO. 
PICTURES 
8-1.25  _ $-|Q.95 
Large assortment in Godey Prints, 
Etchings, Oil Paintings, Photo Color 
and many others. Beautiful frames, 
in walnut, maple, mahogany and 
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Student Assembly Meets; 
Acting President Presides 
Mary W. Carver 
Installs Officers 
The Student Assembly of the Col¬ 
lege of William and Mary held a reg¬ 
ular meeting December 7 at 7:30 o'¬ 
clock in Philomathean Hall, Wren 
building. 
Mary Wilson Carver, acting Presi¬ 
dent of the Student Body, called the 
meeting to onfcr. 
The minutes were read and ap¬ 
proved. 
The seven freshmen representatives 
to the Assembly were then installed. 
They are Warren Galbreath, Jacque¬ 
line Armor, Ruth Sinclair, Mimi 
White, Ben Johnston, Boiling Chap¬ 
pell,   and   David   Saunders. 
"Sunny" Manewal, chairman of the 
Publications Committee, announced 
that Norma Ritter had been appointed 
as editor of the Royalist and that the 
staffs of the three publications had 
been  approved by the committee. 
"Sunny" Manewal moved that the 
Publications Committee be granted the 
ni' - to depart from the strict provi- 
'i of sub-sections 3 and 6 of sec- 
6, sub-sections 3 and 4 of section 
~v<* 7, and sub-sections 3 and 4 of section 
S of Article XI of the By-Laws during 
the period of emergency. Lebe Seay 
moved that in accordance with the 
By-Laws, this motion be tabled until 
the next meeting. The motion was 
seconded  and passed. 
Lebe Seay then moved that a com¬ 
mittee be appointed which would meet 
once a week, to study the possibilities 
of an activity point system on this 
campus and to set  up standards  for 
WANTED TO RENT 
A former student of William & 
Mary desires to rent a house or an 
apartment, preferably -furnished, 
for wife and self. Occupancy Jan¬ 
uary 20th. Expect to be stationed 
at Camp Peary pne year or longer. 
Notify Lt. W. B. Jones, 113 South- 
wood  aLne,  Bethesda,  Maryland. 
w illiamsburg THEATRE 
Shows 4:00-7:00-9:00 Daily 
Sonday 2:00-4:00-7:00 and 9:00 
Wednesday December   15 
TORNADO 
Chester Morrit Nancy Kelly 
Thursday - Friday - Saturday 





tvith  Gig   Young 
Sunday December   19 
Jimmy Lydon 
HENRY ALDRICH 
HAUNTS A HOUSE 
Plus:  Vera   Vague  Comedy, 
"YOU DEAR BOY" 
Monday-Tuesday Dec.  20-21 
OLIVIA  dr HA VILLA ND 
GOVERNMENT 
GIRL. 
(Her  grand,   brand-new   comedy) 
with SONNY   TUFTS 
the various clubs. The motion was 
seconded   and   passed. 
Acting President Carver appointed 
the following students to serve on this 
committee: Bill Williams, Chairman; 
Nellie Greaves, Glo Rankin, Jean 
Beazley, Jerry Hyman, and Lebe Seay. 
Jerry Hyman moved that the Stu¬ 
dent Assembly of the College go on 
record as urging the administration to 
continue the observance of all tradi¬ 
tions and ceremonies. Feeling that 
there is a need for such observances 
in time of war as well as in time of 
peace, we therefore ask the College 
authorities to continue such activities 
as the Christmas Yule Log Ceremony, 
President's Aides and formal Convo¬ 
cations. This motion was seconded 
and passed. 
Marjorie Lentz said that several 
students had asked that the present 
Alma Mater be replaced by the Wil¬ 
liam and Mary Hymn. The assembly 
asked "Sunny" Manewal to write an 
article stating the pros and cons of a 
new Alma Mater and to have this 
article  published  in the Flat Hat. 
Marjorie Lentz moved that a ballot 
be included in this same issue of the 
Flat Hat, that a ballot box be placed 
at an appointed place and the votes 
collected on Thursday night of that 
week. The motion was seconded; but 
did not pass, 
Prickett Carter moved that this 
question of changing the Alma Mater 
be put on the ballot at the next stu¬ 
dent election. The motion was sec¬ 
onded and passed. 
Marjorie Lentz moved that this 
matter be given publicity until the 
time of the election. The motion was 
seconded and passwfc"-—«->-»■»-*■-- - 
Ben Johnston moved that a commit¬ 
tee be appointed to see Dr. Pomfret 
about allowing the lights in Monroe 
Hall to be left turned on after eleven 
o'clock at night during exams. The 
motion  was seconded  and  passed. 
Ben Johnston was appointed chair¬ 
man of this committee. David Saun¬ 
ders and Kenneth Winfield are also 
to  serve  on  this  committee. 







WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 15— 
Clayton  Grimes  Club meeting. 
Wash.  100,  8  P.  M. 
Chapel.    Wren Chapel, 7 P. M. 
Chi Delta Phi meeting. 
Barrett  9-10. 
Orchestra  Practice. 
Music  Building,   7:30. 
Choir.  Chapel,   5-6  P.  M. 
YWCA   Cabinet  meeting. 
M B room, Jeff., 3:30. 
Colonial Portraits at W. & M. 
Exhibit. 
Prints from an American Group. 
Fine  Arts  Building. 
Study Hall.      Marshall-Wythe  309. 
7-10. 
Sophomore Swimming test. 
Jeff.   8-9. 
Pi Mu Christmas party. 
House,  7-10. 
Kappa Alpha Theta Christmas 
party.    House,  8-10. 
Kappa Kappa Gamma Tea. 
House, 4:30-5:45. 
THURSDAY, DECEMBER  16— 
Orchesis   meeting.     Great   Hall, 
4:15-5:30. 
Dramatic Club Christmas party. 
Wren Kitchen, 8 P. M. 
Colonial Portraits Exhibit. 
Prints from an American Group. 
Fine Arts Building. 
Study Hall.    Marshall-Wythe  309, 
7-10. 
Pi Beta Phi Christmas party. 
House, 7:30-10. 
Tri Delt Initiation.    House, 7-10. 
Chi Omega Christmas party. 
House,  7-8:30. 
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 17 
Mortarboard   meeting.     Jeff.   M B 
Room, 4:30-5:30. 
Kappa Chi Kappa  meeting. 
Barrett, 5-6. 
W. & M. Chorus. Wash 200, 7 P.M. 
Colonial   Portraits  Exhibit. 
Prints from an American Group. 
Fine Arts Building. 
Study  Hall,  Marshall-Wythe   309. 
7-10. 
Basketball Game here. 
Gamma Phi Beta Christmas party. 
House, 4-6  P. M. 
Tri Delt Christmas party. 
Jlouse, 7-10. 
Alpha Chi Omega Banquet. 
Inn, 7  P.  M. 











For Many Other Suggestions Come To 
FRAZIER-CALLIS CO., Inc. 
Williamsburg, Va. 
A.S.T. Men To Be Given 
Medical, Dental Training 
Tests To lacilitate 
Irainee Selection 
Reporter Able 
To Walk Again 
Will Return In Feb. 
To Work On Flat Hat 
Back on campus after a prolonged 
absence, Johnny Payne, Flat Hat re¬ 
porter, who was injured by an eleven- 
subject to confirmation) foot fall 
from a tree in mid-October, last week 
revisited the scene of his mishap with 
an attitude frankly curious. Just how 
far did he fall? (Warning to the in¬ 
quiring mind: This is a purely rhe¬ 
torical  question,  please') 
Johnny has had various adventures 
in the seven weeks since he tempor¬ 
arily severed company with the class 
of '47: a sojourn in Bell Hospital, re¬ 
moval to a Richmond hospital, and a 
stay at his aunt's home in Richmond. 
Although he had been able to walk 
for over a week, he quit his cast only 
last Tuesday. Returned for a brief 
visit, Johnny will again take his place 
in campus life when February rolls 
around. 
Phi   Bete. 
Kappa Tau Dance. Great Hall. 
SATURDAY, DECEMBER  18— 
Colonial   Portraits  Exhibit. 
Prints from an American  Group. 
Fine Arts Building. 
Dance. 
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 19— 
Music Club Concert and Reception. 
Phi Bete  and  Dodge Room. 
2-4  P.  M. 
Canterbury Club meeting. 
Wren Chapel, 8 A. M. 
Wesley Foundation meeting. 
Methodist Church,  7 P. M. 
Westminister   Fellowship   meeting, 
Presbyterian   Church,   7   P.   M. 
Library   Science  Christmas   party. 
Miss   Graham's,   8-10. 
Chaplain  School  Graduation. 
Phi Bete, 7:30. 
Navy   Chaplains'   Chapel. 
9:15 - 10 A. M. 
Jewish  Students'  Chapel. 
10:15 -  11:15 A. M. 
Study Hall. Marshall-Wythe 309, 
7-10 P. M. 
MONDAY, DECEMBER 20— 
Study  Hall,  Marshall-Wythe  309, 
7-10 P. M. 
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 21— 
Beginning of  Christmas  Holidays, 
3:15   P.   M. 
Max Reig 
Williamsburg, Va. 
The Shop of 
Distinctive Gifts 
Old Post Office Bldg. 
Trainees from William and Mary's 
Army Specialized Training Unit will 
enter medical school soon as a part of 
the Army's nation-wide program to 
secure officer replacements in the 
Medical Corps. 
The Surgeon General has requested 
that a sufficient number of enlisted 
men be trained under the A.S.T.P. to 
assure 4,200 annual replacements for 
medical officers and 1,100 annual re¬ 
placements for dental officers. To 
meet the demand, selection of the nec¬ 
essary number of candidates for pre- 
medical and pre-dental training will 
be made each month for transfer from 
the program's general basic curricu¬ 
lum to the pre-professional curricu¬ 
lum. 
An aptitude test for the medical 
professions was administered to Term 
II trainees here last Wednesday. A 
number of Term III trainees who had 
previously stated a preference for 
either medicine or dentistry also took 
the  examination. 
The test is designed to facilitate the 
selection of qualified trainees for these 
professions, since it makes possible the 
designation of the candidates who will 
be considered for such training by the 
Classification Board. Each Classifi¬ 
cation Board will be assisted by rep¬ 
resentatives of both medical and den¬ 
tal education in order that full utili¬ 
zation may be made of their experi¬ 
ence in the selection of the trainees 
who may be expected to make the best 
physicians and dentists. 
The trainees, upon successful com¬ 
pletion of Term V, of the pre-profes¬ 
sional curriculum, will be assigned to 
A.S.T. Units at the approved schools 
of medicine and dentistry for the 
standard courses of professional in¬ 
struction leading to the degree of 
Doctor of Medicine or that of Doctor 
of  Dental  Surgery. 
Upon graduation, the trainees will 
be discharged from their enlisted 
status. Graduates in medicine will be 
commissioned immediately in the 
Medical Corps, Army of the United 
States, in the grade of first lieutenant, 
and called to active duty at the com¬ 
pletion of the prescribed hospital in¬ 
ternship. Dental graduates, however, 
will, after their discharge, be com¬ 
missioned in the Dental Corps only in 
such numbers as may be required for 
immediate military duty. All ap¬ 
pointments in the Army will terminate 
six months after the duration of the 
present national emergency. 
While it is axiomatic that only 
those enlisted men who are manifestly 
suited for dentistry and medicine will 
be selected, the Surgeon General 
pointed out that it is the desire of the 
War Department that no enlisted man 
who possesses the necessary qualifica¬ 
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Regulations Are Fair 
Next semester certain regulations governing student attendance at 
the cafeteria will go into effect. The unprecedented freedom exer¬ 
cised by students in choice of meals and eating establishments during 
this first semester will be brought to a close. This will necessarily 
result in dissatisfaction on the part of certain ones who have enjoyed 
this freedom to the utmost. But before making any hasty reactions to 
the new regulations, let us examine the changes. 
A minimum amount of tickets must be purchased each month. This 
amount will be based on the expenditure of a dollar a day. This, of 
course, will not provide for all meals each month, as the average ex¬ 
penditure of a student taking every meal in the cafeteria and eating 
the regular menu would be approximately $35.00 (That is, $1.15, 
Monday through Saturday; $1.25, Sunday.) 
The college, requiring that the student purchase $30.00 of tickets 
each month, is giving the student a leeway of five dollars whereby he 
may take a few meals at local restaurants, the Lodge, or the Inn. 
This is not an unreasonable request. The college needs to be able 
to rely upon a fairly stable revenue from the students. Since July, the 
college has suffered a loss on the Dining Hall. This is the necessary 
remedy. 
The opportunity of eating in special dining rooms will be offered 
those who might prefer to have individual service. Just where these 
dining rooms will be located is not clear. We assume that they will 
make use of the dining room being used by the Navy Chaplains' 
School, and that some schedule of times will be arranged. 
Students will have a voice in the Administrative Council which set 
up these regulations. Those student representatives will be appointed 
by the acting Student Body President, and, through them, the students 
may voice any grievances regarding the cafeteria, its menus, the quali¬ 
ty of the food, etc. 
These regulations do not seem unfair. If the College is going to be 
able to maintain an eating establishment for the use of its students, it 
must have certain rules set up whereby it can be assured of revenue 
and constant patronage. We students should recognize this fact; and, 
in all fairness to the college, we should do our best to support the cafe¬ 
teria, and, consequently, the college. 
Bookstore Query Answered 
In the November 30 issue of the Flat Hat a column directing certain 
questions at the College Bookstore was published. In the interim, the 
author of the column and various other people, including the Editor, 
have had chats with the President concerning the Bookstore. 
In regard to most of the questions set forth by Mr. Hyman, we 
have no clarifying information. However, we can answer his first 
question as listed in the fifth paragraph of his column. In the State 
Auditor's Report for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1942, the Book¬ 
store did not make a profit. If it is operating along a parallel today, 
then we can suppose it still isn't making a profit. This report is 
available to any student who might request to examine it. 
Letter to Editor 
The entire Flat Hat staff joins the editors in wishing you all a very 
merry Christmas! 
MARJORIE TALLE  Editor-in-Chief 
GENE KELLOGG  Business Manager 
KATHARINE RUTHERFORD  Managing Editor 
MARJORIE RETZKE  News Editor 
MAC KAEMMERLE and 
SUNNY MANEWAL  Makeup Editors 
EDYTHE MARSH    Women's Sports Editor 
MARGARET PRATT  CircuFation Manager 
PVT. HERMAN J. OBERMAYER  Army Editor 
COPY DESK: Barbara Duborg, Evelyn Stryker, Connie Conway, 
Susie Seay, Nancy Easley, Joyce Remsberg, Fifie Lsbell, Lu¬ 
cile Burbank. 
PROOFREADERS: Burbank, lsbell, M. J. Talle, Sayers. 
A.S.T.U.   REPORTERS:     Privates   Fletcher   Cox, Jr.,   John   J. 
Kralick, Vernon M. Smith, Leo Stalnaker, Jr., Otto R. Rich, 
and Kenyon A. Moyer. 
MEMBER OF 
ASSOCIATED COLLEGIATE PRESS 
A weekly newspaper printed Tuesdays in the college year by the 
students of the College of William and Mary in the interests of 
William and Mary students, faculty, and alumni. Entered as 
second class matter at the post office at Williamsburg, Virginia. 
Subscription: $3.00 per year, $1.50 per semester, postpaid. Ad¬ 
vertisements: 40c per column inch; classified, 2c per word, mini¬ 
mum 20c.    Address Box (137, Williamsburg, Virginia. 
Dear Editor, 
It is my purpose in writing that 
this might serve as an explanation to 
the student body for the sudden and 
unexpected cancellation on the part of 
Phi Delta Pi of their Christmas 
Dance, originally planned and sched¬ 
uled for the evening of   December 18. 
When this dance was proposed by 
members of the organization and plans 
were formulated for the accasion, the 
ordinary procedure was followed in 
securing the date and place from the 
social director of the college. 
However, at this time, it was un- 
certan as to whether Blow Gym 
would be in use on that date for a 
basketball game. This was cleared 
up through a representative of the or¬ 
ganization and the proper persons in 
the Athletic Department to the sup¬ 
posed satisfaction of all concerned. 
Plans were made; tickets were 
printed; a publicity campaign started, 
and the dance proceeded with the in- 
mission price, which to the club did 
of the college, both civilian and mili¬ 
tary, with a Christmas dance with all 
the "trimmings," as heretofore given 
and sponsored by the Varsity Club, a 
campus organization which would be 
unable to do so this year. 
At this time certain differences 
arose between the dance committee of 
the college and representatives of the 
club over complications which the or¬ 
ganization neither possessed knowledge 
of or expectation of namely, the ad¬ 
mission price, which to the clud did 
not seem unreasonable under the cir¬ 
cumstances; and the manner in which 
the surplus, if any, should be used. 
Phi Delta Pi, in undertaking such 
a move, naturally assumed that any 
campus organization which ran the 
risk and assumed the responsibility of 
such a function, would be justified in 
using its own discretion in the dispos¬ 
al of that said surplus, if any, with 
the possibility of the same function 
showing a deficit which would nat¬ 
urally be the liability of the organiza¬ 
tion. 
These "mistaken assumations" have 
been rectified by the College Dance 
Committee, and, at that time and un¬ 
der these circumstances, it was decid¬ 
ed that it would be better to cancel 
the function as originally planned, 
leaving it up to the- college to sponsor 
and give one of its regular Saturday 
night dances with the full support and 
cooperation of  Phi  Delta  Pi. 
We sincerely hope that this might 
answer any questions prevailing and 
that this has not greatly inconvenienc¬ 
ed anyone or caused any unnecessary 
trouble to  anyone. 
Yours truly, 
Bill Anderson, 
Chairman Dance Committee, 
Phi Delta Pi 
Flu Epidemic 
Hits Campus 
(Continued From Page 1) 
in the year. This means do nothing 
to lower the resistance even for 
short periods of time. Germs are 
opportunists. The influenza germ can 
gain a foothold in the healthiest of 
us during temporary lowering of the 
resistance of the body by such fac¬ 
tors as chilling, extreme fatigue, no 
matter what the cause, worry, ir¬ 
regular eating habits, badly balanced 
diets, too strenuous activity, immod¬ 
erate drinking, eating, smoking, etc. 
1. Eat three well-balanced meals 
daily. Begin the day right by eat¬ 
ing a good breakfast. 
2. Sleep at least eight hours out of 
every twenty-four hour period. 
You cannot "make up" sleep. If 
you cannot sleep because of pres¬ 
sure of work or because of noise 
in the sleeping quarters, something 
is wrong.    Do something about it. 
Do Students Desire  ^ 
Better World Society? 
J'I -..- 
By JERRY HYMAN 
In almost every issue of the Flat 
Hat this year, this column has been 
concerned with student affairs. For 
ten weeks, we have exhorted, threat¬ 
ened, praised, condemned, and plead¬ 
ed for better student government, for 
more interest in the campus activities 
and for the students of the College to 
make this truly a student government. 
We have held to the belief that come 
hell, high water, or war, William and 
Mary can be made a better college 
and a better place in which to live, if 
the students so desire. The admini¬ 
stration, the faculty, the Board of 
Visitors, can contribute much; but, 
fundamentally, it is up to the stu¬ 
dents. 
Now, however, we find ourselves in 
a rather embarrassing position. Hav¬ 
ing proceeded all along on the major 
premise that the students want to make 
this a better college and that they are 
interested in preserving democratic 
procedures here, we find that perhaps 
our basic assumption has been false. 
In column after column analogies have 
been drawn between our small society 
and the entire world society, perhaps 
rather blindly, we assumed that the 
students of the College did want a 
better world society; ipso facto they 
must want a better college society. 
This past week, doubts haye crept 
into our minds. We are no longer 
sure the students are interested in a 
better world society. It's generally 
assumed in peacetime that college 
students don't read newspapers, and 
that they don't know what is going on 
in the world around them. The few 
that do know are supposed to be either 
Communists ot- disillusioned ones. But 
It would appear that in times such as 
this, when the world is in a death 
struggle between what many consider 
a free society and a slave society, that 
students, who now have friends dying 
all over the world, would at last wake 
up and at least know who's fighting 
whom  and   for  what. 
Sadly enough, most of the studetns 
don't know and don't seem to have the 
slightest idea. To most of them it's 
just a war for survival, a war to 
maintain the status quo. 
A great majority of the students 
don't have even an idea of the basic 
conflict between a democratic society 
and a fascist society. Several things 
that have happened in the past few 
weeks illustrate thisWrather^graphic¬ 
ally, v. 
We have heard a student say that 
he considers all negroes as members 
of an inferior race, and that-; this 
condition is God-ordained to be. for¬ 
ever. He refused to consider the idea 
that the negroes in the course of;years 
may even rise to be equal in ability 
and intelligence to the white ;men. 
How does he differ from the fascist 
with his theory of race superiority? 
We have heard another student say 
that all strikes are stupid, that the 
workers never know what is good for 
them, and that: they are mefely trouble 
makers who should be suppressed. 
How. does he differ..froijj-the ;fascist 
with the idea of superiority of an 
elite and suppression of the masses? 
We have heard a third student say 
that he sees little difference in fascism 
and democracy. He doesn't care 
whether other countries have fascism 
or not; in fact, he rather: thinks it 
might be. beneficial to a country such 
as Spain. He has openly mad.e the 
statement that as far as he can see, it 
made little difference whether the 
fascists or the republican government 
won the Spanish Civil War. We hard¬ 
ly think that the thousands of Spanish 
soldiers who fought for democracy and 
who are stillimprlsoned in Spain, now 
some six years after the end of the 
war, would agree with him. How does 
he differ frbni the Fascht 'with 'this 
callous indifference to the" fate of 
others? 
The only -hope that we can see is 
that maybe these "students arfe ignorant 
of the real facts rather than fascist- 
minded. Perhaps they don't know 
what fascism does to men and to 
countries. They perhaps have never 
heard of concentration camps, of 
bookburning of all "nod-Aryan" lit¬ 
erature, and of suppression of all the 
freedoms of man and of all civil lib¬ 
erties. Perhaps these students Have 
never heard of the gangs of fascists 
haunted the streets of Rome, 'of Ber¬ 
lin, and later of the Spanish cities, 
driving1 all their opponents from the 
streets, beating Wen ; until; they'- are 
crippled and useless, forcing their en¬ 
emies to kill themselves. . Qnehas only 
to turn to any reliable'report of.neu¬ 
tral observers : in any of. the fascist 
countries to read of man's brutality to 
man. Not even in the dark ages were 
such evil and vile deed*.; bragged 
about-and proclaimed from balconies 
as they are today. 
We are not trying to write afl. atro¬ 
city tale here; there have been atroci¬ 
ties on both sides in this war, ag in 
most others. But'we are'saying sirnp- 
ly that the fascist idea is so directly 
opposed to all that is regarded! as 
good and desirable that there can be 
no compromise with it. 
So it is rather sad to hear college 
students declare that they see no dif¬ 
ference between fascism and - any 
thing else. Perhaps they are ignor.:ant, 
perhaps they are sincere fascists. We 
prefer to believe thatthfcji ar£':.merely 
ignorant.- But if these things are of 
so little interest to the students,: no 
wonder they csire so Ijttle. about What 
goes.on in campus. .   -     .;■■  : 
We don't ask that you know every 
detail of. every battle today. We, do 
ask though that you know the details 
of the great battle that is going, on, 
the battle against the black .reaction 
of fa-scism. Is that too much to ask 
of. college students? 
Judging from the past,.it would ap¬ 
pear that it is. We would not think 
so, however, but, frankly, we don't 
know. '•'-' •■■■■ 
3. Avoid extreme fatigue. Accept 
the fact that each person has cer¬ 
tain limitations and live ^ithin 
your limitations,' even if youJhave 
to give up some pleasure.   ';: 
4. Dress according to the weather, 
not the season. Avoid sudd^f' and 
prolonged chilling of the bofe'. 
5. Be moderate in all things.  *;• 
11. Avoid contact with  sick  persons. 
1. Keep away from all sick pfrsons 
unless needed to care for them. 
2. Keep away from crowds as'fnuch 
as possible, especially crowds from 
. other communities.    For this reas¬ 
on  avoid  also  traveling as much 
as possible. 
HI. Take care of yourself when you 
have the disease. ~ 
1. Go to bed  when you feel, a ,cold 
r,coming on. Stay in/bed for at 
least twenty-four hours after your 
temperature has reached normal, 
if you have had  a  fever. 
2. Get medical advice and follow it. 
3. Take only such drugs as prescrib- 
■-■ -ed %y-.yaor*doctor: • -t&'.irot self- 
■   dose. '■■ -• ;.-..     ..    .: ... y.*,.. : 
4..Return  to  your    former     activity 
gradually.    This is important be¬ 
cause influenza greatly lowers the 
body vitality.    Be guided by your 
medical advisor. •. 
IV. Protect your fellow-students.  Re¬ 
member that the germ is" passed from 
person to person by secretions com¬ 
ing from the nose and throat.    You 
do not have to be told how your se¬ 
cretions can  reach    another    person. 
You know.    Avoid it.  
